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FieldnoTes, a Forensic
literature by kate eichhorn

Her painful legs refused to emerge. It was a question of a particular 
movement. A passage from analyses to terrifying hallucination. The 
pressure oozing out of her. Still nursing she held up the head. Her 
own singular sensation of pain. Ferociously archival proof of an event 
that left no other material.

Fieldnotes, a forensic charts one forensic anthropologist’s series of 
descents in the first decade of the new millennium – a decade 
when forensic discourses and experts became ubiquitous in 
popular culture and on the daily news. But the edgy, passionate 
and erudite writer of these fieldnotes is no Temperance Brennan 
or Kathy reichs. Part parody of popular discourses on the 
forensic anthropologist, part exegesis of the fieldnote genre, 
and part response to the natural and human catastrophes 
that unfolded during the writing of this book, eichhorn’s 
second collection continues to explore the poetics and affective 
dimensions of knowledge making at the edges of poetry and 
fiction.  

Kate eichhorn is the author of Fond (2008), a finalist for 
the Gerald lampert award. she is also co-editor of Prismatic 
Publics: Innovative Canadian Women’s Poetry and Poetics (2009) 
and Belladonna Elders Series, Vol. 6 (2009). Her poetry, prose 
and criticism are part of a serial investigation of historiography, 
ethnography and poetics. she teaches writing and cultural 
theory at The new school in new York city.

praise for Fond: 

Full of heightened ideas and lively associations, Fond is deeply rooted 
and impeccably accomplished. – Gerald lampert award Jury 

…a gorgeous book, and one that leaves much room for thought – on 
the page, and in the reader’s mind. – stephen collis

$18.00

112 pages | 6x8 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388667 | 9781897388662

f r o n t l i s t

 

             

Fieldnotes 
      a forensic

        Kate Eichhorn

Fieldnotes beautifully gleans from a language 
of documentation and with loving minimalism, 
champions the annotation and (fact of the) 
fabricated fact. 
    - angela carr
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naTure
poetry by mark truscott
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Nature is us and we are nature. Nature is beautiful. Nature is out to kill 
us. Nature is heterosexual. Nature is gay. Nature is masculine. Nature is a 
woman. Nature is natural. Nature is culture. Nature is a metaphor. Nature 
is like money. Nature is calling. Nature is still important. indeed, few ideas 
today are as charged or subject to as much inflection. Meanwhile, 
to anchor its formal investigations, Mark Truscott’s Nature asks – 
without recourse to nostalgia, sanctimony, or moralism – what kind 
of space its titular notion might meaningfully create or occupy. 
it gets no unambiguous answer, of course, but it does perhaps 
illuminate.

Mark Truscott’s first book, Said Like Reeds or Things (2004), was 
shortlisted for the relit award and received an alcuin citation for 
its design. Truscott curated the Test reading series and, with Jay 
Millar, coedits the magazine B after c. He lives in Toronto with 
his family.

praise for Said Like Reeds or Things:

Reading these poems, thinking about them, typing them up here excites me –  
this book as a whole makes me excited about poetry and all its possibility. 
I can’t think of a better accomplishment for a volume of verse. 
      – ron silliman

$15.00

76 pages | 5x8 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388675 | 9781897388679

  Nature
  M a rk  Tr usco t t
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$18.00

96 pages | 5.5x8.5 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388683 | 9781897388686

THe occasional TrouBadour
poetry by Victor coleman
with drawings by daVid bolduc

The Occasional Troubadour is a series of 52 portraits of friends, 
acquaintances, and cultural favourites generated by applying the 
mesostic form to a late nineteenth century english text (in two 
volumes) by Justin Harvey smith: The Troubadours at Home, Their lives 
and personalities, their songs and their world (G.P. Putnam’s sons, new 
York & london, The Knickerbocker Press, 1898-99). readers of the 
late, great american composer/writer John cage will be familiar with 
the mesostic form. readers of Victor coleman’s 1972 book, AMERICA, 
will probably have registered that it contains a series of poems which 
are both acrostic and telestich. The poems in The Occasional Troubadour 
are “occasional” poems, because the initial composition was written 
for the 60th birthday of one of coleman’s oldest friends and coach 
House colleague, photographer/writer david Hlynsky. This book is a 
departure from coleman’s LETTER DROP trilogy in that these poems 
are in no way lipogrammatic, although he does consider it to be an 
extension of his ouliPo practice.

“Victor coleman is not James Joyce” – Bill Hoffer

Victor coleman is the author of numerous books of poetry, 
starting with the 1964 publication of From Erik Satie’s Notes to the 
Music, through CORRECTIONS (1985), LAPSED WASP (1994), 
and ICON TACT (2006). He was a founding editor of both coach 
House Press (in 1965) and coach House Books (in 1997) and has 
laboured as a film programmer at Queen’s university, the executive 
director of a space, and co-director and programmer for The Music 
Gallery in Toronto. He was the editorial director for the centre for 
contemporary canadian art (www.ccca.ca) and currently toils as a 
semi-retired free-lance editor. His latest non-BookThug publication, 
from shuffaloff/eternal network is How To Become A Good Dancer. 
early in 2011 The university of california Press will release his (and 
Michael Boughn’s) edit of robert duncan’s The H.D. Book.

the occasional troubadour

victor coleman
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cosMoGraPHia
a post-lucretian faux micro-epic
poetry by michael boughn

Butt out, dante. Move over, Milton. Piss off, Pound. outta 
the way, olson. Here comes Cosmographia – a post-Lucretian faux 
micro-epic, the latest ground breaking incursion into the ever 
popular spectacle of the epic Poem. Tracking the classic epic 
journey through the unfolding cosmos toward home, though 
occasionally disoriented by milling cows with similar intent, 
Cosmographia teems with nasty political invective, scurrilous 
spiritual slander, and endless exploitive sexual innuendo. 
Taking as its muses cab calloway and charles Mingus, by 
the time it gets home, Cosmographia has subjected the epic to 
unspeakable acts in the name of linguistic rectumtude, dada 
terrorism, and sporadic ejaculations of self-expression. oh 
yeah! – poetry will never be the same.

Born and raised in riverside, california, Michael Boughn 
moved to canada in 1966 because of his opposition to the 
war against Viet nam. in Vancouver he met and studied with 
robin Blaser who introduced him to the work of William 
Blake, charles olson, H.d., Jack spicer, ezra Pound, 
William carlos Williams and other crucial writers. He spent 
nearly 10 years working in the Teamsters before returning 
to school to study with robert creeley and Jack clarke in 
Buffalo, n.Y. where he received his Phd in 1986. since 1993 
he has lived in Toronto. He is the author of Iterations of the 
  Diagonal, Dislocations in Crystal, Into the World of the Dead, One’s 
own Mind, and 22 Skidoo/SubTractions. With Victor coleman, 
he edited robert duncan’s The H.D. Book for the university 
of california Press. His detective novel, Business As Usual, is 
forthcoming.

$20.00

180 pages | 5x7 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388691 | 9781897388693

f r o n t l i s t

cosmographia
a post-lucretian faux micro-epic

michael boughn
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department of narratiVe studies no. 4

$18.00

180 pages | 5.5x8.5 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388659 | 9781897388655

reciPes FroM THe red PlaneT
fiction by meredith Quartermain
department of narratiVe studies no. 4

suppose fiction is a mansion of mirrors where narrative, setting and 
plot are characters, and suppose this castle is haunted by Martians 
constantly rearranging, reversing and transelating its furniture 
of myths, fables and nursery rhymes. let’s play space-wars, say 
the Martians, it’s just a game – our guns shoot words. You zap a 
Martian. she disappears, but it turns out this Martian is a master 
chef who even created a recipe for life. How are you going to get the 
recipe back? How rebuild her carnival laboratory?

near the end of these wry and witty pages we are told of 
someone from ontario, and the same page asks, Where is 
ontario from? The same could be asked of the red Planet, or 
Quartermain’s ingredients: her lists, her seemingly endless 
strings of relations made tastier by the weight of form, be 
they tales, news reports, voice imitations. Metaphysics, local 
history, classics, astronomy – the reference range is vast, but 
so is the contemporary experience. a rising crust! 
     – Michael Turner

Meredith Quartermain was born in Toronto but grew up elsewhere 
in ontario and in rural British columbia. at uBc she was intrigued 
by the poetry of Jack spicer and robert duncan. she also delved into 
Biology, latin, Math, Philosophy and linguistics. For a while she 
practiced law. she is the author of several books of poetry including 
Matter, Nightmarker (finalist for the Vancouver Book award) and 
Vancouver Walking (winner of a Bc Book award). she runs nomados 
literary Publishers with husband Peter Quartermain.

recipes from the red planet
m e r e d i t h  q u a r t e r m a i n
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coP Kisser
poetry by steVen Zultanski

Cop Kisser is a book of 26 poems in a variety of modes. some are quasi-
conceptual, some repetitively relational, and some are hyperactive 
lyric collage. These modes have been ordered intuitively into what 
appears as a totalizing structure. Thus, it’s a big book, and deceptively 
so. really there are only about two ideas in here. see if you can find 
them all! But be careful: don’t let Cop Kisser fool you. it doesn’t want 
to know what it’s about, and wasn’t written for the betterment of 
the reader.  in fact, it was barely written. it’s just one of those things 
that showed up one day and refused to leave – like love, enemies, or 
authorship.

like a breath of fresh air, Cop Kisser forces itself into the mouth, 
for taste, into the lungs, for expansion, and into a thin paper bag, 
for huffing that one that is the many that are repetitions of the 
nauseatingly delicious one. – Vanessa Place

By turning the tradition of “first i do this, then i do that” poems 
inside out, steven Zultanski demonstrates that language today is 
nothing more than a never-ending series of hypertextual chains 
consisting of empty signifiers: one thing leads to another; nothing 
leads to anything. By doing so, Zultanski aligns writing’s current 
crisis brought on by the internet as having its roots in a century-old 
existential problematics. like a Beckettian hobo in a ditch on the 
side of a road trying to roll over onto his belly, these poems articulate 
crisis through the body and the bodily, underscoring the ever-
widening division between the corporeal and the linguistic, giving 
us a truly disembodied poetics. This is a dangerous book: wrapped in 
the guise of hijinks juvenilia is a dead-on critique and demonstration 
of what it means to be a writer today. – Kenneth Goldsmith

steven Zultanski is desperately attempting to escape Buffalo nY. He 
is the author of Pad (2009) and edits President’s Choice magazine, a 
lil’ norton publication.

$22.50

196 pages | 5.5x8.5 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388705 | 9781897388709
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department of critical thought no. 3

$18.00

112 pages | 8.5x5.5 inches | paperback 
isbn 1897388713 | 9781897388716

HoriZonTal surFaces
essays by george bowering
department of critical thought no. 3

every once in a while Bowering has to turn to a book such as 
this. Horizontal Surfaces came from the same atelier as Craft Slices 
and Errata. You could keep the book somewhere that you visit for 
short periods, reading one item at a time. You should also feel free 
to add a sentence or two.

Bowering writes these books about literary composition as well 
as short stories and the odd novel. He is also a poet of sorts, and 
won some prizes for his poetry a long time ago. He is currently 
working on another book about baseball, having found another 
niche that will never be seen by his country’s literary types.

h o r i z o n t a l  s u r f a c e s
g e o r g e  b o w e r i n g
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department of reissue no. 5

$18.00

96 pages | 4.75x7.75 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388721 | 9781897388723

crYsTal FloWers and 
orPHee oF THe Four arTs 
poetry by florine stettheimer
department of reissue no. 5
edited by irene gammel & suZanne ZelaZo

Florine stettheimer (1871-1944) was an american modernist of 
German-Jewish heritage living in new York. she was a painter, 
designer, and poet. Together with her sisters ettie and carrie, 
stettheimer hosted a legendary salon on the upper West side, where 
they entertained the likes of Marcel duchamp, carl Van Vechten, 
Henri McBride, and Georgia o’Keeffe. in 1934 stettheimer 
designed the set and costumes for Gertrude stein’s opera Four Saints 
in Three Acts to much acclaim. in 1949, ettie collected Florine’s 
poems in Crystal Flowers, a privately printed, elegant edition of 250. 
in addition to these rare poems, this new volume offers formerly 
unpublished material culled from archives, including three new 
poems and stettheimer’s libretto for her ballet “orphée of the 
Quat-z-arts.” Gammel and Zelazo have re-situated this overlooked 
poet among her modernist sisters, presenting her as an important 
practitioner of a modernism that integrates multiple art forms.sixty 
years after it first appeared for a select few, her poetry shines for a 
new generation of readers ready to appreciate her irreverent camp 
aesthetic and her exuberant painterly style.

irene Gammel is a literary historian, biographer, and curator. she 
holds the canada research chair in Modern literature and culture 
at ryerson university in Toronto. she is the author of  numerous 
books including Baroness Elsa, a biography of new York dada artist 
and poet elsa von Freytag-loringhoven, and Looking for Anne, 
revealing the hidden life of canadian author l.M. Montgomery 
during the writing of her classic novel Anne of Green Gables.

suzanne Zelazo is a poet and postdoctoral fellow at the Modern 
literature and culture research centre, ryerson university, where 
she researches avant-garde women’s poetics and performance. she 
is the author of Parlance, a volume of poetry channeling, among 
others, leonard cohen and Virginia Woolf.

Crystal Flowers
& Orphee of the Four Arts

Florine Stettheimer
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fall 2009
Declining America

poetry by rob budde
isbn 9781908388440 | $18.00

The Rose Concordance
poetry by angela carr

isbn 9781897388464 | $18.00

Ex Machina
poetry by Jonathan ball

isbn 9781897388488 | $18.00 

Expeditions of a Chimaera
poetry by oana aVasilichioaei & erín moure

isbn 9781897388471 | $20.00

esp: accumulation sonnets
poetry by Jay millar

isbn9781897388495 | $15.00

Unleashed
essays by sina Queyras

department of critical thought no.2
isbn9781897388 |  $20.00

Copenhagen
fiction by katrine marie guldager

translated from the danish by p.k. brask
isbn 9781897388433 | $20.00

BookThug gratefully acknowledges support from the ontario arts council 
and the canada council for the arts for its publishing program.

spring 2010
World News Story
poetry by michael woods
isbn 9781897388525 | $20.00

The Captain Poetry Poems Complete
poetry by bpnichol 
department. of reissue no. 4
isbn 9781897388600 | $15.00

Machine Language
poetry by daVid dowker
isbn 9781897388518 | $18.00

Glenn Piano by Gladys Priddis
fiction by Jason dickson
dept. of narratiVe studies no. 3
isbn 9781897388532 | $17.00

Tale Light: New & Selected Poems 1984-2009
poetry by karen mac cormack
isbn 9781897388549 | $22.50

Tracelanguage: A Shared Breath
poetry by mark goldstein
isbn 9781897388556 | $19.95

(made)
poetry by cara benson
isbn 978189788563 | $17.00

BRICKBRICKBRICK
Visuals by mark laliberte
isbn 9781897388570 | $18.00

Now Lays The Sunshine By
poetry by andrew hughes 
isbn 9781897388587 | $18.00
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spring 2009
Swim
fiction by marianne apostolides
department of narratiVe studies no. 1
isbn 9781897388389 | $18.00

Face 
poetry by melissa buZZeo
isbn 9781897388372 | $18.00

CURIO: Grotesques & Satires from the Electronic Age

poetry by eliZabeth bachinsky
isbn 9781897388402 | $20.00

Talking Masks
drama by adam seelig
isbn 9781897388396 | $15.00

22 Skidoo/SubTractions
poetry by michael boughn
winner of the friggin priZe 2009
isbn 9781897388341 | $18.00

The Benjamin Sonnets
poetry by clint burnham
isbn 9781897388365 | $18.00

After the 6ix O’Clock News
poetry by kemeny babineau
isbn 9781897388358 | $18.00

For Full deTails on all BooKTHuG TiTles 
V isi T  W W W.BooK T H uG.c a

BOOKTHUG CHAPBOOKS:

[all chapbooks are available directly from BookThug : www.bookthug.ca] 

__ Weight by Samuel Andreyev  0978158733  $10 
__ VdB Wordlist by Kemeny Babineau  1897388063  $10 
__ WolVes (lone.ly) by Jonathan Ball  1897388020 $8 
__ Quantum chaos & Poems: a Manifest(o)ation 
    by Cara Benson 9781897388143  $10
__ Haikube by Gregory Betts  0973974249  $15 
__ crows in the Wind by George Bowering  0973974273  $12 
__ The elderly Gentle under Wolf by Daniel f. Bradley  097815875x  $10 
__ Fishings by Shannon Bramer  9781897388129  $10
__ Be Mine by Shannon Bramer 9781897388648  $10
__ Montreality: B-sides & rarities by Stephen Cain  0978158741  $10 
__ retreat diary by Margaret Christakos  0973564040  $12 
__ Mi sinG: letter drop 2 by Victor Coleman  0973564067  $12
__ eye of the Hawk by Tim Conley 9781897388594 
    (dept. of narrative studies no. 2) $10 
__ clearance: selected Journals of dr Michael Purdon by Jason Dickson  $10 
__ Welcome to earth by Amanda Earl 9781897388310 $10
__ Game show reversed by kevin mcpherson eckhoff 9781897388631 $10
__ Quixote Variations by Ramon Fernandez (Noyes, tr.) 9781897388303 $10
__ Pissing ice: an anthology of ‘new’ canadian Poets 0973564024  $10 
__ selected losses by Jon Paul Fiorentino 1973718145  $10 
__ PerHaPs by Gerry Gilbert  $10 
__ The Bad sequence (2nd edition) by Phil Hall  0973564008  $10
__ noise Present at the Moment less clear by Paul Hegedus  0973564059  $10
__ sweethearts of the Great Migration by Andrew Hughes  $10 
__ reptile House by Lisa Jarnot  0978718110  $10 
__ us Them Poems by Evan Kennedy  0973974281  $10 
__ HaZard by Jake Kennedy  0978158717  $10
__ 105 posbl resons 4t ;; of thot by Donato Mancini 9781897388617  $10
__ exit north by Joseph Massey 9781897388624  $10
__ lack lyrics by Jay MillAr 1897388071  $10
__ compression sonnets by Alfred Noyes  9781897388143  $10 
__ HoT WaX or Psyche’s drip by Jed Rasula  9781897388150  $12
__ Train i ride by Kit Robinson 978 1 897388 42 6  $12
__ all Boy by Nathalie Stephens  $10 
__ species ex(hib)it by Nathalie Stephens $10 
__ Mutations by Hugh Thomas  0973564083  $10 
__ stareduction: an essay by Niko Vassilakis  $8
__ The illustrated Venright english dictionary by Steve Venright $10
__ The aureole: a Poem by Alfred Durrant Watson  9781897388136  $12
__This & That lenin by Steven Zultanski 9781897388327 $10
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catalogue cover © 2010 by stirling Prentice

__ Blissful Times by Sandra Alland  9780978158767  $20

__ if language by Gregory Betts  0973718161  $16.95

__ a Boy’s First Book of chlamydia by Daniel f. Bradley  0973718102  $15

__ icon TacT: Poems 1984-2001 by Victor Coleman  9780973974294  $24

__Mal arMe: letter drop iii by Victor Coleman 9781897388297  $18

__ The Hunt by Jason Dickson  9780978158705  $22

__ Fond by Kate Eichhorn 9781897388198  $20

__ Body of Text by David Ellingsen & Michael V. Smith 9781897388280 $20

__ Beloved of My 27 senses by Karen Fastrup (Tara Chace, trans) 9781897388204 $25

__ air Pressure by David Fujino  0973974214  $15

__ after rilke: to forget you sang by Mark Goldstein 9781897388211  $12

__ White Porcupine by Phil Hall  9781897388105  $20

__ We are Here by Niels Hav (Patrick Friesen and P.K. Brask, trans)  9780978158729  $15

__ in stereo by Paul Hegedus 9781897388235 $18

__ The iliad Book XXii: The death of Hector by Lisa Jarnot  9780978158781  $17

__ Pencils of rays and spiked Mace by Niels Lyngsø (Gregory Pardlo, trans)  0973564016  $15

__ codes of Public sleep by Camille Martin  978189738811x  $20

__ The Basho Variations by Steve McCaffery  9780978158774  $15

__ every Way oakly by Steve McCaffery 9781897388266 $15

__ The etc Bbq by Gustave Morin  9780973974256  $16

__ Matter by Meredith Quartermain 9781897388181   $20

__The subWay by Philip Quinn 9781897388273 $20

__ o sPaM PoaMs by Rob Read  097371817x  $17.95

__ The sands of dream by Thérèse Renaud (Ray Ellenwood, trans)  9781897388006  $15

__ The apothecary by Lisa Robertson  9781897388013  $12

__ The Men: a lyric Book by Lisa Robertson  9780973974256  $16

__Tender Buttons by Gertrude Stein 9781897388259 $15

__ Je nathanaël by Nathalie Stephens  9780973974263  $17

__at alberta by Nathalie Stephens 9781897388242 $20

__ Vinci, later by Morten Søndergaard (John Irons, trans) 0973718196  $17.95 

__ What Happened by Tom Walmsley  9780978158798  $20


